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Abstract
We investigate the consequences of widespread ESG-based portfolio exclusions
on the expected returns of firms subject to exclusion. We use the exclusions of
Norway’s “Oil Fund,” the world’s largest SWF, as a sample of stocks that face
widespread exclusions by institutional investors. We construct portfolios representing their exclusions and find that these portfolios have significantly superior
performance (alpha). The sheer magnitude of these excess returns (more than 5%
in annual terms) leads us to conclude that excluded stocks have a return premium,
as predicted by e.g. Pastor et.al (2021). We also show evidence of the mechanism.
Companies with low ESG at the time of exclusion (more scope for improvement),
and higher revenue growth (investment needs) are more likely to get their exclusion revoked, which we interpret as evidence of dynamics: Firms improve their
ESG to revoke exclusions and achieve lower cost of capital. In fact, firms that get
off the exclusion list do not have superior performance going forward.
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Introduction
“Sustainability concerns” may be a good way to characterize recent trends in society,
concerns that have spread to financial markets. In the investment community, the
early term “Socially Responsible Investing” has been replaced with the current concern
with “ESG-aware investing,” where ESG is concerned with environmental, social, and
governance considerations of a firm’s decisions.1 The practitioner interest is mirrored
by academic interest. Most of the academic work is empirical, looking for links between
ESG characteristics and company performance. This literature has grown so quickly
that a recent survey (Coqueret, 2021) lists 10 meta studies of the issue, the last of which
(Whelan et al., 2021) surveyed over 1,000 studies produced in the period 2015–2020.
There is no clear conclusion from these studies.
Much empirical work on ESG does not discuss why the focus on ESG, and the removal of part of a stock’s potential investors through exclusion, should induce differences in expected returns. Intuitively, exclusions should reduce the feasible set of
investment portfolios, worsening the risk/return trade-off.2 We are, however, seeing
emerging theoretical literature on the equilibrium consequences of ESG concerns. Pástor et al. (2021) and Pedersen et al. (2021) are the best known examples. The key to
these and related models is that investors have preferences over both the monetary return from an investment and investments’ ESG characteristics. For example, investors
can feel satisfaction in not supporting gun violence through the avoidance of weapon
manufacturers (negative screening). On the other hand, investors may want to support clean energy generation and get an extra utility from investing in such energy
companies.
These theoretical models support differences in expected returns depending on the
ESG characteristics of a stock. Pástor et al. (2021) argues that expected returns are
decreasing in ESG quality. The model of Pedersen et al. (2021) has similar implications
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For the practitioner view of the state of ESG, see the Special report on ESG investing in the 23 July
2022 issue of The Economist.
2
Indeed, this kind of reasoning was behind some of the early empirical work on “sin” stocks (Hong
and Kacperczyk, 2009; Chava, 2014), which found evidence of superior returns for industries typically
excluded by ESG screens (tobacco, weapons).
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but less clear-cut predictions, as the equilibrium depends on the relative proportions of
different types of investors, and one can end up with both higher and lower expected
returns for high-quality ESG stocks. An alternative interpretation of these effects is
provided by Cornell (2021), who views high returns for high quality ESG firms as a
transitory phenomenon due to changing preferences affecting the costs of capital.
These theoretical models have less to say about the magnitude of return differences,
a question addressed by e.g. Luo and Balvers (2017) and Berk and van Binsbergen
(2021). These papers ask what is a reasonable magnitude of the price change necessary to induce an already well-diversified investor to take the other side to the divesting
investors. Berk and van Binsbergen argue that as stocks are close substitutes, the magnitude of this price effect is necessarily small. This prediction however relies on the
fraction of investors desiring to divest being relatively small. Berk and van Binsbergen
acknowledge that if the group of investors willing to hold the targeted stocks is small,
the price effects can be large. It is therefore of interest to look at a sample of stocks
with widespread exclusions.
In our paper we look at a sample of stocks from which a large number of institutional investors are divesting. For that purpose, we lever data from Norway’s Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG – “The Oil Fund”). GPFG is the world’s largest SWF,
with an equity portfolio valued at one trillion USD at the end of 2021. The GPFG has
excluded stocks on an expanding set of ESG criteria, starting with exclusions based on
the production of cluster ammunition and nuclear armaments. The GPFG exclusions
are decided upon by a committee set up by the Norwegian Parliament, which needs
to show clear evidence of violations before exclusions are effected. This leads us to
argue that the GPFG’s exclusions is a list of “worst offenders.” The GPFG exclusion
decisions are used as a model for many institutional investors, which typically follow
their exclusions.
In our analysis, we construct portfolios representing the excluded stocks and measure the performance of these portfolios. We measure performance as alpha relative to
the global five-factor model of Fama and French (2017), and find significantly positive
alphas. For example, the equally weighted portfolio of all excluded stocks has an alpha
of more than 5.2% (in annual terms). An estimation for the US part of the exclusion
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portfolio has a comparable magnitude of alpha (4.9% in annual terms).
We distinguish two possible hypotheses. First, a direct price effect from the GPFG
selling their stake and announcing it. This price pressure effect can be viewed as causal.
Second, that the exclusions by the GPFG identify companies with low quality ESG. The
cause of any return differences is then the low ESG score, not caused by the GPFG
selloff.
The excess return magnitudes we observe lead us to conclude that the second hypothesis is the dominant one, long-term expected returns (cost of capital) of excluded
firms must be higher. Any short-term price pressure can not lead to return effects of this
magnitude. In fact, there is extant event study evidence (Atta-Darkua, 2020; Eriksen
et al., 2020) that puts the short-term reaction to the GPFG’s exclusion announcements
at 1.5% or below. We therefore conclude that much of the estimated alpha is due to
changes in long-term expected returns.
We go on to show evidence of the mechanism behind these results, by linking them
to corporate finance properties of the excluded firms. A possible interpretation of the
results concerns the equilibrium cost of capital. Firms with such a bad ESG rating that
they are excluded by the GPFG and other institutional investors are facing an uphill
struggle in raising capital. They therefore have to offer higher returns to the investors
willing to “dirty their hands” by providing capital. Only firms that can maintain high
returns will remain on the list of excluded firms. Others try to improve their ESG to
lower their cost of capital.
As evidence supporting this interpretation, we look at the GPFG’s decisions to revoke their exclusions. From 2005 to 2021, 26 of the GPFG’s exclusions have been
revoked, mainly because the firms took actions to remove the offending activities, by
changing their product mix, selling off subsidiaries, etc. We investigate the corporate
decisions driving these actions and find that firms with low ESG scores at the time of
exclusion are more likely to get their exclusion revoked – possibly because their cost
of ESG improvement was small, as they were starting from a low base. We also find
that firms with high revenue growth – likely to need to raise capital – are also more
likely to get their exclusion revoked. Finally, we look at the number of deals where
firms raise new equity (SEO’s), and find that firms that got their exclusion revoked are
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more likely to raise new equity capital. All of these results are consistent with the idea
that firms react to shocks to the cost of capital, and attempt to change it if possible.
A final supporting result concerns the firms that have had their exclusions revoked.
After these firms are “let back in the warmth” their returns fall back immediately, which
we demonstrate by constructing a post-exclusion portfolio. The return of this portfolio
shows no sign of superior performance.
From society’s point of view, our results can be interpreted as a sign that exclusions
achieve their stated goals. The higher capital cost discourages investment in low-rated
ESG projects, as only projects able to sustain the high returns demanded survive. The
more marginal projects have to change their ESG profile.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1 gives an overview of the issues
and discusses the literature, before giving some background on the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG) in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the data sources
and gives some summary statistics. Section 4 demonstrates that portfolios of excluded
firms provide superior performance. Section 5 investigates firms who have had their
exclusion revoked. We finally offer a short conclusion. A separate Appendix provides
some additional analysis.

1

Literature

We are analyzing investment decisions by institutional investors, how they are affected
by environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations, and the equilibrium
implications for stock returns. While the concept of ethical investing has a long history
(Liang and Renneboog, 2017), it is in the last fifteen years or so that the ESG viewpoint has moved to the forefront. Mutual funds marketed as “socially responsible” and
“sustainable” have seen large inflows, to the extent that today, one third of U.S. assets
under management are subject to a sustainable investment strategy (SIF, 2020). Regulation is also a driver of the increased ESG focus. The best-known example is the EU’s
introduction of a taxonomy of sustainable activities.
From the large institutional investor’s point of view, ESG considerations will affect
all their portfolio decisions. The investor’s investment universe needs ranking in the
5

ESG dimension, which will affect over- and under-weighting decisions. For low ESG
ranked stocks, an institutional investor will react by either dialogue or divestment.
The most common reaction from institutional investors is dialogue directly or through
voting at the annual meeting. Institutional investors argue that dialogue is a better way
of achieving change. There is also research pointing to the value effect of dialogue.3
Exclusion is chosen in only a minority of cases and is viewed as a reaction of last
resort. Even if it is a last resort, the number of stocks seeing widespread exclusions is
increasing. We will discuss the causes of exclusions in the context of the oil fund. Let
us instead discuss some theoretical aspects of exclusions and ESG rankings.
To simplify the discussion, let us label the stocks with high-quality ESG rankings
“green” and those with low-quality ESG ratings “brown”. The intuitive argument of
Pástor et al. (2021) is that when there is a subset of investors that gets utility from
green stocks beyond the pure monetary return, green stocks can sustain lower returns.
There is, however, a tradeoff. The higher expected returns for brown firms also mean
that costs of capital for these firms are higher. Thus, when financing new investments,
the brown firms will face a steeper hurdle rate than green firms. These brown firms will
then have an incentive to become greener to access cheaper capital. In equilibrium,
this will be a true tradeoff, and future investments will be greener.4 This tradeoff is
behind the ambiguity in theoretical predictions. For example, the more ambiguous
results of Pedersen et al. (2021). For a survey of these issues see (Gillan et al., 2021,
Section 5.2).5
Since the theoretical models we rely on are equilibrium models, we note that in
that case expected equity return equals the cost of equity capital. We will in the later
discussion therefore not carefully distinguish realized returns from the cost of capital.
A recent article, Avramov et al. (2022), points to a moderating effect to the ESGreturn relationship: ESG uncertainty. Empirical evidence shows that the various ESG
3

Dimson et al. (2021) and Lewellen and Lewellen (2022) provides empirical evidence. Broccardo
et al. (2021) provides theoretical arguments.
4
Note that this opportunity to finance green projects cheaper provides an incentive for “greenwashing” by misrepresenting the green credentials of projects.
5
This theoretical tradeoff is understood by institutional investors. As an example of this, we point to
a summary of these theoretical models in a working paper from the GPFG (NBIM, 2021b).
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ranking providers do not agree on their ESG rankings (Berg et al., 2022). This introduces noise in any ESG-return relationship estimation. This has implications for our
study. According to Avramov et al.’s model, events that reduce uncertainty about ESG
ratings – such as a press release on exclusion by the GPFG – may trigger a re-evaluation
of required returns.
Exclusions are an extreme reaction to ESG concerns. Investigating the cost of capital for the sample of excluded firms is, however, a special case of a more general question, whether there is a link between ESG and the cost of capital. There is a number
of studies of this more general question. For example, El Ghoul et al. (2011), Chava
(2014), Ng and Rezaee (2015) and Breuer et al. (2018) all find evidence of low ranked
ESG firms having higher costs of capital.6
Close to our work is several studies that investigate the performance of mutual
funds with varying degrees of ESG. For example Liang et al. (2022), who looks at the
returns of hedge funds, and show that funds that endorse the United Nations Principles
for Responsible Investment (PRI) underperforms other hedge funds by, on average
2.45% per annum.7
Our research complements this literature by looking directly at the stocks in question, without the additional layer of the institutional investors. As such, it is closer
to a strand of the research literature investigating what is called “sin stocks,” which
focuses on the stock returns of industries such as alcohol, gambling, and tobacco. A
pioneering study of this, Hong and Kacperczyk (2009) shows that sin stocks have significantly positive abnormal returns based on both a Fama-French four-factor model
and a cross-sectional regressions analysis (Fama and MacBeth, 1973).
The existence of a sin premium is, however, not settled, with other studies report6

While we concentrate on the cost of equity capital, there is also a literature that links the cost of
corporate debt to ESG, such as Zerbib (2019) who argues that “green bonds” (debt certified as environmentally friendly) can be issued at lower yields. A recent study, Wang and Wu (2022), uses data
from primary issues of corporate debt to show that a driving force is the difference in interest from the
corporate investors’ side, with the “best” ESG bonds being the most over-subscribed.
7
There is some discussion as to which degree endorsing the PRI leads to improvements in ESG. Both
Kim and Yoon (2020), who looks at active mutual funds, and Gibson et al. (2021), who investigates
institutional investors, see signs of PRI used for greenwashing, particularly in the US context. See also
Choi et al. (2022) on closed-end funds.
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ing mixed evidence of such “sin” return differences. For example, while Fabozzi et al.
(2008) examines 21 countries and shows that sin stocks significantly outperform in
19 and mildly underperform in 2 countries, Blitz and Fabozzi (2017) revisit the sin
anomaly and shows that the alpha estimates become economically small and statistically insignificant after controlling for the five Fama-French factors. Outside of the US,
Durand et al. (2013) find that sin stocks significantly underperform in seven Pacificbasin markets. Overall, the evidence for the existence of a sin premium is still ambiguous.
The focus of the initial “sin” literature was on industries such as gambling which
arguably is not necessarily bad for the environment. Newer studies look at wider definitions of “sin,” negative consequences for the planet. Chava (2014) investigates the effects of environmental concerns and argues that the stocks excluded by environmental
screens have a higher cost of capital and higher expected returns. Bolton and Kacperczyk (2021) find evidence that stocks with higher carbon emissions (both in terms of
levels and innovations) earn higher returns.
A key difference between our research and the “sin” investigations listed above is
that we only look at specific firms within the industries typically labelled as “sinful.”
Only when the GPFG ethical committee decides that a specific firm is in violation will
it be divested. It enters our exclusion portfolios after this active decision is made. Our
analysis is thus closer to the Edmans et al. (2022) idea of only divesting from the worst
offenders. An additional difference between the “sin” literature and our research is that
we look at dynamics, whether firms actively change their ESG profile to pursue changes
to their costs of capital.
Finally, our research also intersects with a large research literature linking ESG with
ownership characteristics in general. We refer to (Gillan et al., 2021, Section 4) for a
survey of this literature, without going into specifics.
We are not the first to use the exclusions of the Norwegian GPFG as objects of
study. Existing studies using GPFG data can be grouped by the question they ask. First,
two recent studies, Atta-Darkua (2020) and Eriksen et al. (2020) considers the shortterm price reactions to exclusion announcements by the oil fund (i.e. these are event
studies). In both cases, they estimate negative announcement price effects. Second,
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several papers look beyond the immediate market reaction and investigate the returns
of the stocks excluded by the GPFG. Beck and Fidora (2008) and Dewenter et al. (2010)
were early studies. More recent is Hoepner and Schopohl (2018), which analyze the
exclusions from the GPFG and the Swedish AP-funds. They find no significant return
differences relative to the funds’ benchmark portfolios. Their focus on the portfolios’
long-term performance is similar to ours, but we employ a longer sample and different
empirical methods. We will return to these studies after we present our results, point
out differences, and relate these studies’ results to ours.
We finally mention a study using GPFG data more marginally related to ours, but
supporting the cost of capital explanation. Liang and Vansteenkiste (2022) looks at
the announcements by the GPFG of a requirement of board diversity for the companies
the fund invest in. They find a positive value effect, and claim it is linked to a discount
rate (cost of capital) channel.

2

The oil fund and the fund’s exclusions

In this section we provide some background information on Norway’s GPFG, and the
fund’s evolving ESG and exclusion policies.8
The fund’s purpose is to manage Norway’s considerable resource wealth stemming
from the oil industry. The fund is an attempt to avoid the consequences of the “resource
curse” — the adverse effects of a sudden increase in natural resource wealth (Ross,
1999). The fund translates the oil and gas in the North Sea into a well-diversified
financial portfolio invested outside of Norway to avoid overheating the Norwegian
economy. The first oil revenues were transferred into the fund in 1996. Initially, the
fund invested in treasury securities, but it was soon realized that the size of the revenues channeled into the fund would make it necessary to diversify the asset mix. In
1998 the funds’ portfolio was split into 40% equity and 60% fixed-income securities.
8

For more information we refer to NBIM’s recent survey of their ESG history (NBIM, 2020). For more
academic views of the fund, we refer to Chambers et al. (2012, 2021) and the evaluations of the fund’s
performance: Ang et al. (2009), Ang et al. (2014), Dahlquist and Ødegaard (2018) and Bauer et al.
(2022).
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The equity fraction has since increased to its current level of 70%, and several other
asset classes, such as real estate and infrastructure investments, have been added. At
the end of 2021, the fund’s market value was 12,340 billion NOK (NBIM, 2021a).
In our discussion, we will concentrate on the equity part of the portfolio. The equity
part of the GPFG was valued at 8,878 billion NOK (1,014 billion USD) at year-end 2021.
At the time, the fund’s portfolio contained 9,338 stocks across 65 countries.
The fund is managed by Norges Bank (the central bank of Norway) on behalf of
Norway’s Ministry of Finance (which is instructed by the Norwegian Parliament). The
fund can thus be viewed as being owned by the people of Norway. The Ministry attempts hands-off management of the fund by limiting instructions to an investment
mandate (Ministry of Finance, 2021). For our purposes, the most important part of
this mandate is that the Ministry of Finance specifies a target portfolio, a weighted average of the developed worlds stock markets, close to a world portfolio, together with
a maximal allowable tracking error (the difference between the return of the target
portfolio and the GPFG portfolio). This construction ensures that the fund should be
thought of as a “near index fund”9 The mandate by the Ministry instructs the fund to
have an active strategy attempting to achieve returns above those of the target portfolio
within specific risk limits.
Exclusions of companies from the fund’s equity universe will lead to deviations from
a well-diversified market portfolio, and are thus a cost for the GPFG.10 Exclusions still
happen, though, and are the subject of this article. It is helpful to consider some political issues to understand where exclusions come from. By adding equities to the GPFG
asset mix, the Norwegian Parliament effectively became part-owners of thousands of
companies worldwide. As an owner, one is arguably party to the actions of companies
one owns, which can quickly become a political issue.
The first ethically motivated exclusion took place in 2002 of Singapore Tech, a pro9

Using standard classifications of mutual funds, (Dahlquist and Ødegaard, 2018, pg 91) shows that
the GPFG’s active share is so low that it would be classified as an index fund.
10
Note that the Ministry of Finance adjusts the target index for the asset allocator, the central bank,
removing the exluded firms from the index. This means these exlusions will not lead to tracking error for
the asset allocator, but the exclusions still leads to the GPFG portfolio deviating from the unconstrained
portfolio.
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ducer of anti-personnel mines (Ministry of Finance, 2002). The first specific mention
of Singapore Tech was in a 2001 discussion in the Parliament between human rights
organizations and Christian democratic and social-democratic political parties. Singapore Tech was the only company mentioned by name, but the broader discussion
raised the question of a need to ensure ethical guidelines for the fund’s investments.
Up until then, the fund had no ethical guidelines impacting investment strategies. The
question in 2001 was whether the investment in Singapore Tech was a direct breach
of Norway’s obligations towards human rights.
In the autumn of 2002, the Norwegian government appointed a public committee
to propose ethical guidelines for the fund. The question of participation raises difficult
questions. The committee argued that owning shares or bonds in a company that can
be expected to commit gross unethical acts can be considered as complicity in these
actions (Graver et al., 2003). In the revised national budget of 2004, ethical guidelines
were established aligned with the recommendations in the report.
The Council on Ethics was established in November 2004. Its primary function is to
advise Norges Bank on the observation and exclusion of companies from the fund. The
ethical guidelines are determined by the Ministry of Finance and contain both productbased exclusions (currently including tobacco, cannabis, certain types of weapons, and
coal), and conduct-based exclusions (currently including human rights abuses, environmental damage, unacceptable levels of greenhouse gas emissions, corruption, and
sale of weapons to specific states) (Etikkrådet (Council of Ethics), 2005). The threshold
for exclusion is high. Only companies representing an unacceptable high future ethical
risk to the fund are excluded. Notably, the opportunity to exercise ownership rights
instead of exclusion could be a more suitable alternative to reduce the risk of continued
norm violations. Thereby, the action to exclude is founded upon a discussion with the
Fund (Ministry of Finance, 2021). The Ethical Council publishes its announcement
after Norges Bank has agreed. The process provides the fund time to divest before
the information is official and avoids unnecessary market movements during the divestment period.11 Through continued dialogue with the excluded firms, the Ethical
11

The time frame Norges Bank has had to implement their selloff has varied. An early mandate for
the ethical council (Etikkrådet (Council of Ethics), 2006, pg 9) explicitly gave Norges Bank two months
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Council can revoke the decision to exclude in the event of a change in operations for
the excluded company.
In July 2006, the Fund became a signatory to the UN Principles of Responsible
Investment (PRI).
The ethical guidelines were again revised in 2020 (Mestad et al., 2020). Based on
their conclusions and the fund’s response, the general consensus is that the guidelines
have served their purpose (Norges Bank, 2020). Particularly the fund highlights that
the ethical guidelines serve to reduce non-financial risk, as this type of risk cannot be
diversified away. The revision suggested a further broadening of the exclusion criteria
to reflect developments in the last 15 years. An example is the inclusion of deadly
autonomous weapons. Some of the feedback on the report from the fund is illuminating. For example, the report suggests the inclusion of a new criterion for excluding
companies that sell military equipment to states that use this for serious and systematic violations of humanitarian law. Whereas Norges Bank agrees with the sentiment
of the request, they highlight that the fund does not exclude countries but companies. Thereby, there must be broad and conclusive company evidence for such actions
to make the guidelines effective. Otherwise, this type of exclusion will be based on
foreign politics rather than individual company actions.
In addition to exclusions made by the Ethical Counsel, the fund conducts its own
risk-based divestments (NBIM, 2020). These are divestments based on the fund ESG
risk management. Risk-based divestments are not published, but the underpinnings of
such decisions are transparent. These divestments will not be analyzed in our study.
To close our discussion of the GPFG, let us discuss the influences of the GPFG exclusions on the investment industry in general, and to what degree other institutional
investors are likely to follow the GPFG’s example. First, the GPFG is widely acknowledged as a example in the financial industry, due to its transparency, among others with
respect to their ESG decisions. The largest Norwegian institutional investors publicly
state that they will follow the GPFG exclusions. While we don’t know to what degree
to sell their stake before the exclusion was announced. This mention of an explicit time is no longer
present in more recent mandates. The mandate is now just specifying that the ethical council will make
their announcement after Norges Bank’s announcement of the divestiture — which means the fund has
ample opportunity to sell its stake before anything is public.
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this is the case outside of Norway, we note that many of the GPFG exclusions have
made headlines in newspapers like the Wall Street Journal and the Financial Times.
As clearer evidence of influence, we note that in the step before exclusion, corporate
engagement, GPFG is part of a network of institutional investors cooperating to influence firms on environment and social issues (Dimson et al., 2021). Finally, the criteria
used by the GPFG in their exclusions are similar to criteria published by other large
institutional investors and investor groupings.12

3

Data

3.1

Exclusions

The prime source of data is announcements from the Ethical council and GPFG. From
these announcements, we construct a history of companies excluded, with the key dates
those of the GPFG news release. Throughout the 2005-2021 period, 189 companies
have been excluded for shorter or longer periods. In Table 1 we break down the official
reasons for exclusion. The majority of exclusion justifications are product-based, with
the production of coal the largest group. The excluded stocks are distributed across
32 countries. The country with the largest number of exclusions is the US, with 51
exclusions. The next is China and India, with 27 and 13 exclusions, respectively.13
For the identified companies, we gather stock market data from Refinitiv, including daily prices and shares outstanding. We also gather exchange rates, from Yahoo
Finance. Of the 189 excluded companies, we are able to match 184 stocks with Refinitiv data. Table 2 gives an overview of the sample. We note that of the 189 excluded
firms, 26 have had their exclusion revoked and again been allowed to enter the GPFG
portfolio. The 189 firms is a very small number compared to the fund’s investment
universe, where the fund had almost ten thousand different companies in its portfolio
at year-end 2021. Exclusion is truly an exceptional reaction for the GPFG.
12

See for example lists published by The World Banks International Finance Corporation and European
finance institutions (EDFI).
13
See the Appendix for detailed breakdowns by country, industry, and year.
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Table 1: Reasons for exclusions
Overview of the reasons for exclusions in the period 2005–2021. The reasons are grouped into two major causes, conduct and
product based. Data from the Ethical Council and GPFG.

Exclusion reasons

Events

Conduct
Environmental damage
Individuals’ rights in war or conflict
Violation of human rights
Environmental damage / Violation of human rights
Violation of ethical norms
Greenhouse gas emissions
Gross corruption
Product
Coal or coal-based energy
Weapons
Tobacco

67
28
12
12
4
5
4
2
122
75
26
21
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Table 2: Sample of stocks
Overview of the exclusions, revocations and sample content. Data from the Ethical council, GPFG and Refinitiv.

Status

Events

Total exclusions
Exclusion revoked
Excluded again
Not matched with Refinitiv
Total sample

189
26
1
5
184

Conduct-based exclusions
Product-based exclusions

67
122

In Figure 1 we give an overview of the exclusions over time. As the figure shows,
the number of exclusions has been increasing gradually, with the exception of a major
jump in exclusions in 2016. That is the year when the Fund introduces the production
or use of coal as a separate product-based exclusion reason.

3.2

Equity data

The basis for our analysis is monthly equity returns. In addition to the returns, we
calculate market capitalizations as the product of shares outstanding and closing prices.
All returns and market capitalizations are denominated in dollars (USD). From these
returns we construct the Exclusion Portfolio. We let a stock enter the Exclusion Portfolio
the month after the company has been excluded by the GPFG. If an exclusion is revoked,
the stock leaves the Exclusion Portfolio at the end of that month. We consider two
methods to calculate portfolio returns: equally weighted and market-weighted, where
the latter is using the market capitalization as weights.
Figure 2 provides some data descriptives. Amongst these are some info on the size
15

Figure 1: The number of excluded shares over time
The figure shows the number of stock returns in the equally weighted exclusion portfolios, broken down by product-based and
conduct-based. The product-based category is further broken down by coal-based and other product-based exclusions. Data from
the Ethical council, GPFG and Refinitiv.
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distribution of the excluded firms. Most of them are relatively small, half of the firms
in the sample have a market capitalization below 6 bill USD, but there are also some
very large companies, with the largest equity value being 316 bill USD.
Figure 2: Equity data
Panel A provides descriptive statistics for the data series. Returns are monthly percentages (not annualized). Market Cap are
monthly figures, calculated as month-end price times shares outstanding. Panel B illustrates the distribution of equity market
capitalization (in USD) for the excluded firms. They are shown separately for firms with market cap below 10 bill USD (left-hand
figure) and above 10 bill USD (right-hand figure). Monthly estimates are calculated for all firms.

Panel A: Descriptives
Monthly Return (percent)
Market Cap (bill USD)

min
-72.8
0.0

mean
1.1
20.4

med
0.6
6.0

max
166.2
315.8

Panel B: Distribution of Firm Size (Market Capitalization)
B.2: Mkt Cap > 10 bill USD

B.1: Mkt Cap ≤ 10 bill USD
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3.3

Corporate data

In addition to the equity returns, in the later analysis of exclusions being revoked, we
use various corporate data, such as ESG scores, accounts, and data on raising equity
capital. All data is collected from Eikon Refinitiv.
The Refinitiv ESG corporate scores come in five flavors, as shown in panel A of
Table 3. As our measure of the corporate ESG score, we select the TRESGCS score,
which combines the self-reported scores with additional information on controversies
involving the company. ESG scores are not available for all companies. We have been
able to identify the scores of 144 companies. The ESG score is a number between 0
and 100, increasing in ESG quality. Panel B of the table provides some descriptives for
the company ESG scores of the portfolio of excluded firms.
We also collect the history of annual accounts (income and balance statements) for
the firms in the sample. The accounting variables we use in the later analysis are the
growth of earnings (EPS) and revenues. We use growth measures as they are easier to
compare across countries and accounting regimes. Panel C of Table 3 provides some
descriptive statistics for the measures we use for the sample of excluded firms.
Finally, we collect data on deals of corporate raising of capital. The data contains
details about dates, amounts, and types of capital events. We concentrate on equity
capital and remove issues of debt and convertible securities.
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Table 3: Additional corporate data
Panel A: ESG Scores - definitions
TRESGS
TRESGCS
ENSCORE
SOSCORE
CGSCORE

Overall company score based on the self-reported information in the environmental,
social and corporate governance pillars.
Overall company score based on the reported information in the environmental,
social and corporate governance pillars (ESG Score) with an ESG Controversies overlay.
Environment Pillar Score – weighted average relative rating of a based on the reported
environmental information and the resulting three environmental category scores.
Social Pillar Score – weighted average relative rating based on the reported social
information and the resulting four social category scores.
Governance Pillar Score – weighted average relative rating based on the reported
governance information and the resulting three governance category scores.

Panel B. Descriptives for ESG Scores
TRESGS
TRESGCS

min
4.8
4.8

mean
55.8
51.4

median
57.2
50.4

max
92.1
89.3

Panel C: Additional Corporate data
EPS growth (%)
Revenue growth (%)

min
-7000
-98
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mean
64
9.4

median
1.8
3.6

max
35933
2489

4

Do excluded firms have superior returns?

We start by analyzing the return of excluded firms, where a key issue is whether these
reflect changes to expected return beyond a short-term market reaction due to the
exclusion itself.

4.1

The return of the Exclusion Portfolios

A simple, intuitive way to compare returns of two portfolios is to plot their cumulative returns. In Panel A of Figure 3 we compare the evolution of the equally weighted
exclusion portfolio with a global market portfolio. The exclusion portfolio clearly outperforms the market portfolio over the period.
One observation is worth making using this picture. During the two large crises
in this period, the ’08 global financial crisis and the ’20 Covid crisis, the fall in the
exclusion portfolio seem to be more prominent. This corresponds to research evidence
from Lins et al. (2017) who show that high-quality ESG firms performed better during
the ’08 Financial Crisis. Albuquerque et al. (2020) make a similar observation at the
onset of the Covid-19 crisis in March ’20. As the Exclusion Portfolio contains lowquality ESG firms, we would therefore expect them to perform worse.
The comparison of cumulative returns of the Exclusion Portfolio with the world
market portfolio should, however, not be used to argue about expected return differences. To formally make a return comparison it is necessary to account for risk differences through a performance estimation in the setting of an asset pricing model. To
measure portfolio performance we rely on the Fama-French international five factor
model (Fama and French, 2017):14

(r p,t − r f ,t ) = α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) + bSM B SM B t + b H M L H M L t
+ bRM W RM Wt + b C M A C M A t + ϵ p,t ,
14

See Dahlquist et al. (2015) and Dahlquist and Ødegaard (2018) for a discussion of relevant performance measurement for a fund like GPFG.
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Figure 3: Cumulative returns of the exclusion portfolios
The figures show the cumulative returns from two investments: The exclusion portfolio (black line), and the world market portfolio
QT
provided by Ken French (broken line). Cumulative returns are calculated as CR p,T = t=1 (1 + r p,t ), where r p,t is the monthly
portfolio return. Panel A: The equally weighted exclusion portfolio. Panel B: The value weighted exclusion portfolio.

Panel A: Equally weighted exclusion portfolio

Panel B: Value weighted exclusion portfolio
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Table 4: Estimates of alpha for exclusion portfolios
Column (1) reports estimates of the regression (r p,t − r f ,t ) = α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) + bSM B SM B t + b H M L H M L t + bRM W RM Wt +
b C M A C M A t + ϵ p,t , where r pt is the return of the exclusion portfolio, r f t the risk free rate, SM B, H M L, RM W , C M A and W M L
the Ken French factors. Column (2) estimates the one factor CAPM (r p,t − r f ,t ) = α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) + ϵ p,t , (3) estimates of the
regression three-factor regression (r p,t −r f ,t ) = α+β(rm,t −r f ,t )+bSM B SM B t +b H M L H M L t +ϵ p,t , and (4) the four-factor regression
(r p,t − r f ,t ) = α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) + bSM B S M B t + b H M L H M L t + bW M L W M L t + ϵ p,t . The equally weighted portfolio constructed
from shares excluded from the GPFG. Data for 2005–2022. The international asset pricing factors are from Ken French’s data
page. Standard errors are Newey-West adjusted. Annualized alphas are calculated from monthly αi as Annual α = (1 + αi )12 − 1.
Significance levels are indicated as: * p < 10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

Panel A: Equally weighted exclusion portfolio
(1)
Alpha
Rm-Rf
SMB
HML
RMW
CMA

(2)
∗∗∗

(3)
∗∗

0.004
(0.002)
0.961∗∗∗
(0.040)
0.173
(0.115)
0.467∗∗∗
(0.115)
0.155
(0.156)
−0.257
(0.233)

0.004
(0.002)
1.021∗∗∗
(0.049)

(4)
∗∗∗

0.004
(0.002)
0.993∗∗∗
(0.042)
0.178
(0.115)
0.310∗∗∗
(0.074)

−0.138∗∗∗
(0.076)

WML
Annualized Alphas(percent)
Adj. R2
Num. obs.

0.005∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.962∗∗∗
(0.049)
0.177
(0.123)
0.224∗∗∗
(0.089)

5.170
0.809
199

4.420
0.788
199

5.220
0.808
199

5.980
0.813
199

(3)

(4)

Panel B: Value weighted exclusion portfolio
(1)
Alpha
Rm-Rf
SMB
HML
RMW
CMA

∗∗∗

0.006
(0.002)
0.871∗∗∗
(0.040)
−0.313∗∗∗
(0.113)
0.183∗
(0.102)
0.340∗∗∗
(0.143)
0.373∗∗∗
(0.139)

WML
Annualized Alphas(percent)
Adj. R2
Num. obs.

(2)
∗∗∗

0.007
(0.002)
0.801∗∗∗
(0.038)

∗∗∗

0.007
(0.002)
0.809∗∗∗
(0.037)
−0.421∗∗∗
(0.116)
0.264∗∗∗
(0.078)

0.036
(0.064)
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6.850
0.785
199

0.007∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.817∗∗∗
(0.038)
−0.421∗∗∗
(0.111)
0.287∗∗∗
(0.100)

9.000
0.735
199

9.010
0.773
199

8.810
0.772
199

where the factors are international versions of the corresponding US factors (Fama and
French, 2015). To show robustness, we also report a number of alternative formulations, including one factor (CAPM), three and four factor specifications using the Ken
French Global factors.15
Column (1) in Panel A of Table 4 reports estimates of the global five-factor FamaFrench model. For our purposes, the key result is the alpha estimate, which is a positive, statistically significant alpha, in annualized terms 5.2%. Thus, the premium for
the portfolio of “bad ESG” firms is more than 5%. The finding of a positive alpha is
confirmed using the alternative asset pricing specifications in models (2)–(4) in the
table, where the alphas vary between 4.4% and 6% in annual terms.
The equally-weighted portfolio above measures the expected return difference without regard to company size. Another approach is to think in terms of economic importance, a firm’s contributions to the economy. To measure this, we consider the value
weighted version of Exclusion Portfolio, where the return of each excluded stock is
weighted by market capitalization.
Panel B of Figure 3 compares the evolution of the value weighted exclusion portfolio
to a global market index. Comparing the value weighted with the equally weighted
exclusion portfolio, the cumulative return of the value weighted exclusion portfolio is
substantially higher. A similarity with the equally weighted portfolio is apparent during
the market reverses in 2008 and 2020. The excluded stocks do worse than the general
market, the flip side to the higher resilience of high quality ESG stocks during these
periods.
Again, to make a formal performance statement for the value weighted portfolio
we perform performance regressions, reported in Panel B of Table 4. As one would
suspect from the cumulative return figure, the alpha estimates are higher for the value
weighted portfolio than the equally weighted one. In annual terms, the alpha in the
five factor model is almost 7%.
The table also reports estimates of the factor loadings. We note that the estimate
of the “market beta” is below 1, the exclusion portfolio has lower systematic risk than
15

The factors are downloaded from Ken French’s homepage. We are grateful for him for making the
data available to the research community.
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the market. One cause for this is a large number of coal companies in the exclusion
portfolio. These companies are in the “Utilities” industry, with corresponding low betas.

4.2
4.2.1

Investigating sub-portfolios
Are conduct and product based exclusions different?

The fund excludes companies for different reasons, with the main distinction being
conduct and product-based exclusions. To investigate differences in reasons for exclusion, we repeat the previous regressions separately for conduct and product based
exclusion portfolios.
In Panel A of Table 5 we report regression results for the two subsamples, using
both equally and value weighted portfolios. In either case, we find that the alphas
of the conduct based portfolios are double those of the alphas for the product based
portfolios.16
4.2.2

The US portfolio

We finally look at a subsample using only stocks listed in the US. This is because the US
market is the most commonly studied single market, and we want to facilitate direct
comparisons with studies on the US market. We therefore calculate exclusion portfolios
using only the stocks with an US listing.17
Panel B of Table 5 shows the results of estimating a Fama French five factor model
(Fama and French, 2015) for the US exclusion portfolios. Note that this estimation
uses Ken French’s US factors, not his global factors. We again find highly significant
alpha estimates, which are actually even higher than for the global portfolios, with
annualized alpha estimates of 4.9% for the equally weighted and 7.2% for the value
weighted US portfolios.
16

In the appendix we show cumulative return plots, where we show that it is particularly the last few
years that seem to be driving the higher alpha estimates for the conduct based portfolio.
17
See the appendix for some descriptives of the US portfolio.
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Table 5: Estimates of alpha for subportfolios
Panel A shows Estimates of the regression (r p,t − r f ,t ) = α+β(rm,t − r f ,t )+ bSM B SM B t + b H M L H M L t + bRM W RM Wt + b C M A C M A t +
ϵ p,t , where r p,t is the return on the exclusion portfolio. We consider two different samples of exclusion portfolios: The stocks
excluded based on conduct, or based on product. For each of these samples we calculate equal or value weighted portfolios. The
international factors are from Ken Frenchs’ homepage. Panel B estimates the same regression for the exclusion portfolio only using
We only consider stocks with a US primary listing, for which we calculate equal or value weighted portfolios. Standard errors are
Newey-West adjusted. Significance levels are indicated as: * p < 10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

Panel A: Conduct and Product-based exclusion portfolios.
Conduct
EW

VW
∗

Alpha

∗∗∗

0.007
(0.004)
1.061∗∗∗
(0.130)
0.139
(0.293)
0.967∗∗∗
(0.214)
0.231
(0.349)
−1.241∗∗∗
(0.412)

Rm-Rf
SMB
HML
RMW
CMA
Annualized Alphas(percent)
Adj. R2
Num. obs.

Product

0.009
(0.003)
0.793∗∗∗
(0.077)
−0.269
(0.255)
0.293
(0.165)
0.419
(0.285)
0.306
(0.244)

8.540
0.579
199

11.310
0.371
199

EW

VW

0.003
(0.002)
0.926∗∗∗
(0.037)
0.167
(0.136)
0.295∗∗∗
(0.107)
0.164
(0.174)
0.070
(0.167)

0.004∗∗
(0.001)
0.935∗∗∗
(0.037)
−0.280∗∗
(0.128)
0.208∗
(0.107)
0.345∗
(0.211)
0.305∗
(0.157)

3.370
0.766
196

4.680
0.731
196

Panel B: US Exclusion Portfolio
Equally Weighted
∗

Alpha

0.004
(0.002)
0.925∗∗∗
(0.050)
0.012
(0.089)
0.239∗∗∗
(0.081)
0.050
(0.117)
0.073
(0.146)

Rm-Rf
SMB
HML
RMW
CMA
Annualized Alphas(percent)
Adj. R2
Num. obs.

4.870
0.710
200
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Value Weighted
0.006∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.783∗∗∗
(0.045)
−0.280∗∗∗
(0.080)
0.168∗∗∗
(0.073)
0.258∗∗∗
(0.106)
0.173
(0.132)
7.200
0.644
200

4.3

Long term or short term effects?

We have shown clear evidence that the portfolio of slightly less than 200 stocks excluded from the GPFG have superior returns (alpha). Comparing different reasons for
exclusion, the stocks excluded for reasons of conduct have higher alphas than productbased exclusions. Also, the alpha estimates are higher for US stocks.
Intuitively, there are two alternative causes of the return difference: (1) Short-term
price pressure leading to temporary underpricing or (2) a change in long-term expected
returns for low-quality ESG firms.
If we start by considering the first possibility, that exclusion events lead to downward pressure on stock prices, and returns going forward will correct this temporary
mispricing. An argument against this being the complete story is the sheer magnitude
of the estimated alphas. Our estimates cover a 17-year period, with 5% (or more) extra annual return. This can not be driven purely by correcting temporary mispricing.
This argument can also be made with reference to the earlier mentioned event studies
of Atta-Darkua (2020) and Eriksen et al. (2020). Both of these look at the announcement returns and find that stocks of excluded firms fall by about 1.4% (Atta-Darkua) or
0.3–0.5% (Eriksen et al.). It can be argued that these estimates are under-estimating
the total effect of the GPFG’s exclusion, as they only look at the public announcement
of the exclusion, which happens after the GPFG has realized their holdings. A price
pressure due to the Fund’s selloff will have occurred before the announcement, and
the total price-pressure would be the sum of this pre-announcement effect and the
post-announcement effect reported in these two studies. If we assume that the preannouncement effect is of a similar magnitude as the post-announcement effect, the
largest estimate of the total price pressure effect would be double the 1.4% Atta-Darkua
estimate or 2.8%. The price-pressure effect is a one-time effect.
Thus, there is no way the price-pressure effect can be the only explanation for
our alpha estimate of 5% per year, and we are left with concluding that much of the
estimated alpha must be due to changes in long term expected returns.
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4.4

Relation to earlier studies

At this stage, it behooves us to come back to an earlier issue, discussing how our results
tally with extant research on the GPFG. We have already discussed the event study
results, but we also need to consider the study that is closest to our, Hoepner and
Schopohl (2018), which does a similar construction to ours. They also construct value
weighted and equally weighted portfolios representing the exclusions by the GPFG,
and estimate alpha. They find an estimate of the alpha lower than ours and not significant. There are, however, some differences. Their sample period is shorter, the sample
period stopping in 2015. We have looked at this and done our estimations for the same
subperiod.18 Even for the same subperiod we are still estimating a significantly positive
alpha. There are, however, some differences in research design that may cause the differences. In particular, they update portfolio compositions on an annual basis, unlike
our use of the exact date when exclusions are announced. Their sample period thus
includes the time of the negative return estimated in the event studies of Atta-Darkua
(2020), and Eriksen et al. (2020), which may bias their estimates downward. We are
also using the Fama-French five factor model, which is preferred to their use of the
one-factor CAPM or four-factor models.
In conclusion, we believe our results are conceptually more correct. Also, we examine various exclusions’ portfolios, including the aggregate portfolio, the portfolios
grouped by exclusion reasons, the US-based portfolios, using longer times series. Thus,
we have a fuller picture of how the exclusions’ portfolios perform based on longer time
series and a larger sample of exclusions.

4.5

Robustness

Let us finally mention some of the analyses we have performed to investigate the robustness of our results on the returns of excluded firms. First, we have looked at the
timing of when stocks enter the exclusion portfolio. In the current analysis we let stocks
enter the exclusion portfolio the beginning of the calendar month after the exclusion.
18

See the Appendix.
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We have also done the estimations including the month of the exclusion, without seeing
any major changes in the alpha estimates.
Second, we split the estimation period into two subperiods, 2005–2015 and 20162021. We find that in the later period, the alpha estimates are still positive but lower
and not always significant. We, however, note that this period only contains six years,
which means the sample period is relatively short.
Finally, in the value weighted portfolio there is one company, Walmart, that has a
very large weight in the portfolio in the early part of the period. We have therefore
redone the analysis removing Walmart from the value weighted portfolio. This does
not change our inferences.

5

Mechanism: Only the bad stay excluded?

The previous section established that firms currently on the list of excluded firms of the
GPFG show superior performance (alpha) relative to standard asset pricing models.
In searching for evidence of the mechanism behind this result, we turn to the theoretical argument that “brown” ESG firms have to provide a higher return due to the
scarcity of investors willing to provide capital. I.e. the brown firms are facing higher
costs of capital.
A potential explanation for the high returns is that they are the result of a selection
process: Only companies with the potential to produce the high returns will remain on
the exclusion list. Companies where such a high cost of capital is not sustainable and
will drop off the exclusion list, either because the companies fail, or they take actions
to fix the issues that caused the exclusion.
But that means that we can look at the properties of these corporations, and their
actions, to inform us about the mechanism driving our returns results. In particular,
we can use information about actions firms take to rescind exclusions. Are the firms
that actively try to improve their ESG signature those that need to lower their cost of
capital?
We, therefore, investigate the sample of firms that have left the Exclusion Portfolio.
We start by giving some background on the Oil Funds decision process.
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5.1

Revoking the Oil Fund’s exclusions

The oil fund has rescinded a number of exclusions. The first case was in 2006 and
involved the firm Kerr-McGee Corp, which initially got on the exclusion list due to participation in oil exploration in Western Sahara. Their exclusion was revoked when the
company ended its involvement with this oil field. By then, it was too late. In June
2006, Kerr-McGee was acquired by Anadarko Petroleum, which shows another way for
firms to get off the list of excluded firms: delisting.
Generally, the mandate for the Counsel of Ethics state that the council shall assess
whether the reasons for exclusion still apply and, in light of new information, potentially retract the exclusion decision. Thereby, most of the communication leading to a
revocation is initiated by the Ethical Counsel. Investigating the 26 instances where the
decision has been revoked, the causes of such retraction are: cease of specific activity
(e.g. end of an oil contract in a particular area, or stop in the involvement of cluster
munition), change in product mix (e.g. reduction of coal production, weapon systems
no longer exist or cease of production of specific weapons types), or sale of a subsidiary
or part of the company.
Panel A in Table 6 summarizes the revocations and their reasons. The table also
summarizes the number of firms that have delisted and the reasons why.

5.2

The time a firm stays excluded

The object of econometric interest is now the time a firm stays in the sample of excluded
firms. That means we have to turn to the econometric framework of duration, or
survival, analysis. This style of analysis treats the time until an event as the object of
study. In the present context, we are interested in the time until a given stock drops out
of the exclusion sample. Survival analysis will estimate the likelihood of exit, adjusting
for the fact that the sample is right-truncated. The right-truncation is due to the large
number of firms still excluded at the end of the sample, whose exit time is still in the
future.
In survival analysis, we either work with survival-curves (roughly: the probability
of survival till a given time), or hazard-curves (roughly: the probability of exit at a
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Table 6: Reasons for discontinuations of exclusion
The tables summarize the main reasons why exclusions are revoked and firms delist.

Panel A: Exclusions revoked
Cause

no

Change in product mix
Cease of activity
Sale of subsidiary
Other reasons

10
7
3
6

Total

26

Panel B: Firms delist
Cause

no

M&A
Going private
Bankruptcy
Total

9
5
1
15
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given time). Figure 4 illustrates estimated survival and instantaneous hazard curves
for the sample of excluded firms. One observation to draw, which is easy to see from
the estimated hazard curve: the likelihood of exit increases with time in the sample.
For our purposes, the interesting question is whether there are properties of these
corporations, linked to the likelihood of exit, which is informative about either corporations scope for improving their ESG to avoid exclusion, or their need to lower the cost
of capital.

5.3

The scope for improving ESG

Let us start by investigating corporations scope for improving ESG. To do so, we consider
the corporations’ ESG scores. While the oil funds exclusions are for specific reasons,
these are typically reasons that will also lead to a bad ESG score. We therefore look for
a relationship between a firm’s ESG score and the likelihood that the firm will have its
exclusion revoked.
Formally, we estimate this by asking whether the level of the ESG score at the time
of exclusion affect the survival time. This is a classical survival analysis, where we ask
whether survival times are affected by initial conditions, and modelled by investigating determinants of a Cox proportional hazard function. As determinants we use the
combined ESG Score (TRESGCS) of the firm. We also control for firm size and the
source of exclusion (product or conduct-based). Differentiating between product and
conduct-based firms is relevant because it affects the ease with which firms can change
their ESG score. A product-based exclusion, such as coal production, is something the
firm will find it hard to do much about without becoming a very different firm, but a
conduct-based exclusion, such as employing child labour, is something it is easier to
take action on. Note that there are firms for which we do not have the ESG score.
Figure 7 shows the results, where the ESG score has a significantly negative coefficient. The interpretation of a negative coefficient is that increasing the explanatory
variable in question decreases the hazard rate, i.e. it increases the survival time. Thus,
a low ESG score leads to a higher probability of having the exclusion revoked.
A possible interpretation is that it will be less costly for firms to improve on a low
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Figure 4: Survival and Hazard curves for the Exclusion Portfolio
Panel A: Survival curve, adjusting for right-truncation. The broken lines indicates one standard deviation. Panel B: Instantaneous
hazard curve (smoothed estimate). Both estimated using the sample of excluded firms, where exit is either a delisting, or the
exclusion is revoked. Survival curve estimated using R library survival, Instantaneous hazard curve estimated the R library
muhaz.

Panel A. Survival curve

Panel B. Instantaneous hazard curve (smoothed)
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Table 7: Contributions to survival of exclusion
The table summarizes analyses of estimation of contributions to a Cox proportional hazard model. Explanatory variables: ESG
score: (Refinitiv TRESGCS). Ind(Conduct): Dummy variable equal to one if the exclusion is for a conduct-based reason.
ln(Mkt Cap): Firm equity size (the logarithm of the market capitalization at yearend).

ESG Score

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

−0.03∗∗∗
(0.01)

−0.03∗∗∗
(0.01)
0.85∗∗
(0.39)

−0.02∗∗
(0.01)

−0.03∗∗
(0.01)
0.98∗∗∗
(0.44)
−0.11
(0.10)

Ind(Conduct)

−0.05
(0.09)

ln(Mkt Cap)
AIC
R2
Max. R2
Num. events
Num. obs.
PH test
∗∗∗

219.27
0.03
0.77
28
150
0.47

217.21
0.06
0.77
28
150
0.76

p < 0.025; ∗∗ p < 0.05; ∗ p < 0.1
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221.05
0.04
0.77
28
150
0.55

218.16
0.07
0.77
28
150
0.68

ESG basis. Alternatively that the firm has lots of scope for improvement.
To supplement the survival regressions, we provide some additional descriptives.
Figure 5 plots annual average ESG for firms still excluded by 2021 and for firms that
have had their exclusion revoked. The average firm which later got off the exclusion
list clearly had a lower ESG rating, particularly in the early part of the period. A
word of warning, though. The figure uses ex-post information (whether the stock has
dropped off the excluded list) in the grouping. It should, therefore, only be viewed of
as supportive of the econometric analysis, which does not suffer from an ex-post bias.
Figure 5: ESG scores
The figure plots the crossectional average ESG score. The averages are done for all shares (blue circles), shares still excluded by
the end of the period (brown crosses), and shares no longer excluded, either by delisting or having the exclusion revoked (green
triangles).
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5.4

The need to raise equity capital

Let us now move to another source of information about the companies, their accounts,
with their information about firm operations. We are interested in cases where corporations particularly want to lower their cost of capital. The obvious answer is times
when the firm is interacting with capital markets, raising equity (or debt), as the cost
of capital directly affects the terms at which new capital can be issued.
We, therefore, look at accounting developments that affect the likelihood of capital
raising. Take, for example, revenue growth. High revenue growth will likely lead to
investment needs as the firm is increasing in scope. An increase in earnings, on the
other hand, increase the firm’s ability to finance investments internally.
We, therefore, look at whether revenue or earnings growth affects the likelihood
that a firm’s exclusion is revoked. To estimate this, we can not use the standard duration framework of the previous section, as accounts change every year, leading to
time-varying covariates. Instead, we use a method better known in finance, binary
choice models. Since accounts are annual, each year we look at the binary event that
a firm either stays on the excluded list or not. We stack these annual choices into a
probit formulation, using the two mentioned accounting variables: earnings growth
and revenue growth. As usual, we consider firm size (market cap) and exclusion cause
(conduct/product) as control variables in the estimations.
The results in Table 8 show that the coefficient on earnings growth is negative,
i.e. that high earnings growth increases the probability that the firm will stay on the
list of excluded firms, but this relationship is not significant.
More interesting is the coefficient on revenue growth, where we find a positive and
significant coefficient. The implication is that currently high-revenue-growth firms are
more likely to get their exclusion revoked.
Again this can be argued for through the cost of capital. High revenue growth is
usually associated with a need for investments and hence new capital. So firms that
are currently looking at high capital needs would want to get off the exclusion list, if
possible. So if they have scope for improving ESG (currently low ESG rating that can
be improved), they will want to do it.
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Table 8: Probit estimation of determinants of discontinuation of exclusion
The tables report results of probit estimates of determinants of discontinuation of exclusion (exclusion revoked or delisting). Two
separate probit estimations:
p(Exclusion Revoked/Delist) =

§

f (EPS growth, Controls).
f (Revenue growth, Controls)

In each case, for each year, the dependent variable tests whether a firm stays excluded, or not, that year. The dependent variable
is equal to one if a firm’s exclusion is revoked, or the firm delists, in a given calendar year. Explanatory variables are: EPS
growth: Percentage change in EPS from the previous year to this year. Revenue growth: Percentage change in total earnings
from the previous year to this year. ln(Mkt Cap): Firm Size – The log of year-end market capitalization, denominated in
USD. Ind(Conduct): Dummy variable equal to one if the exclusion is for a conduct-based reason. T statistics in parenthesis.
Significance levels are indicated as: * p < 10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

(Intercept)
Growth EPS
Ind(Conduct)
ln(Mkt Cap)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

−3.53∗∗∗
(1.12)
−0.02
(0.02)
0.69∗∗∗
(0.19)
0.06
(0.05)

−2.26∗∗∗
(0.13)
−0.02
(0.02)
0.66∗∗∗
(0.19)

−2.24∗∗∗
(0.13)

−3.38∗∗∗
(1.13)

0.52∗∗∗
(0.19)

0.54∗∗∗
(0.19)
0.05
(0.05)
0.45∗
(0.26)

0.46∗
(0.26)

Growth Revenue
Log Likelihood
Num. obs.

−97.86
981

−98.51
981
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−99.08
969

−98.55
969

5.5

Actually Raising Equity Capital

In the previous estimation, we looked at conditions that would lead to a need for raising
capital. An alternative investigation is to use data on the actual raising of capital. We
have collected data on corporate equity deals, which we use to identify the firms that
raise equity capital.
As a very simple investigation, we count those that issue equity (without any accounting for the relative size of the capital issue). Table 9 summarises the results. Of
the 151 companies were still excluded at the end of the sample, 37% had raised capital
at least once during the (long) period they have been excluded. Of the 21 firms that
got off the exclusion list without delisting, 11, or 57%, have raised equity capital in
the (presumably shorter) time after the exclusion was revoked.
Table 9: Raising new equity capital
The table gives the number of firms in each group that has raised equity capital at least once in the period. For the firms still
excluded, the period is the whole exclusion period. For the firms having had the exclusion revoked, it is the period after the
exclusion is revoked.

Firms raising capital
Number
Percent
Firms still excluded
Firms with exclusion revoked and not delisted

56
11

37.1
57.9

We note that the sample is small, it will be hard to make strong statistical inferences
on these data. We still point to this as evidence consistent with the idea that firms try
to lower their ESG (and avoid exclusion) when they see that they will need to raise
capital.

5.6

Do post-excluded firms actually lower their cost of capital?

The previous analyses have looked at corporate actions, when do firms attempt to
improve their ESG? The next obvious question is: Do they succeed in lowering cost of
capital by getting off exclusion lists?
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To answer this we construct a “Post Exclusion Portfolio” containing stocks which
were previously excluded, but has now been let back in. Panel A of Figure 6 shows the
number of stocks in the post-exclusion portfolio over time.
To construct a portfolio representing the revoked firms, we follow our earlier estimations, and construct an equally weighted portfolio of firms whose exclusions has
been revoked by the oil fund, by letting them enter the Post-Exclusion Portfolio of revoked firms at the end of the calendar month in which their exclusion is revoked. In
Panel B of Figure 6 we show the cumulative return of Post-Exclusion Portfolio, compared to a world portfolio. The Post-Exclusion Portfolio actually have lower returns
than the world portfolio.
Again, we perform a performance regression to make a formal statement about
performance. The regression results in Table 10 show that the Post-Exclusion Portfolio
does not have significant alpha. The point estimates are even negative. Thus, the
firms that contributed to the superior performance of the exclusion portfolio reverts to
a “normal” (zero) alpha once they get off the exclusion lists.
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Figure 6: The Post-exclusion Portfolio
The figure in panel A show the number of firms which have had their exclusion revoked, and remains listed. The post-exclusion
portfolio is constructed as an equally weighted portfolio of all firms which have had their exclusions revoked and remains listed,
starting the month after the exclusion is rescinded. In panel B we provide cumulative returns illustrating the portfolio evolution.
The figure shows the cumulative returns from two investments: The equally weighted post-revocation portfolio (black line), and
QT
the world market portfolio provided by Ken French (broken line). Cumulative returns are calculated as CR p,T = t=1 (1 + r p,t ),
where r p,t is the monthly portfolio return.

Panel A: Number of stocks with exclusions revoked and still listed

Panel B: Cumulative returns for Post-Exclusion Portfolio
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Table 10: Estimates of alpha for the Post-Exclusion Portfolio
The post-exclusion portfolio is constructed as an equally weighted portfolio of all firms which have had their exclusions revoked
and remains listed, starting the month after the exclusion is rescinded. The table shows regressions with the return of the postrevocation portfolio as dependent variable. Column (1) reports estimates of the regression (r p,t − r f ,t ) = α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) +
bSM B S M B t + b H M L H M L t + bRM W RM Wt + b C M A C M A t + ϵ p,t , where r pt is the return of the post-revocation portfolio, r f t the risk
free rate, S M B, H M L, RM W , C M A and W M L the Ken French factors. Column (2) estimates the one factor CAPM (r p,t − r f ,t ) =
α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) + ϵ p,t , (3) estimates of the regression three-factor regression (r p,t − r f ,t ) = α + β(rm,t − r f ,t ) + bSM B SM B t +
b H M L H M L t +ϵ p,t , and (4) the four-factor regression (r p,t −r f ,t ) = α+β(rm,t −r f ,t )+bSM B SM B t +b H M L H M L t +b M OM M OM t +ϵ p,t .
Data for 2006–2022. The international asset pricing factors are from Ken French’s data page. Standard errors are Newey-West
adjusted. Significance levels are indicated as: * p < 10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

Alpha
Rm-Rf
SMB
HML
RMW
CMA

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

−0.001
(0.002)
1.135∗∗∗
(0.070)
0.284
(0.176)
0.381∗
(0.171)
0.228
(0.272)
−0.047
(0.307)

−0.001
(0.003)
1.157∗∗∗
(0.092)

−0.000
(0.003)
1.130∗∗∗
(0.079)
0.237
(0.187)
0.302∗∗∗
(0.110)

0.001
(0.003)
1.098∗∗∗
(0.075)
0.231
(0.154)
0.180
(0.160)

−0.218
(0.133)

WML
Annualized Alphas(percent)
Adj. R2
Num. obs.

−1.130
0.609
149

−1.670
0.599
149
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−0.360
0.613
149

0.960
0.616
149

6

Conclusion

We argued that current theoretical models of how ESG considerations affect equilibrium stock returns would lead to differences in expected returns linked to ESG ranking. We used the exclusions by the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, the
world’s largest SWF, to identify a set of firms excluded by large numbers of institutional
investors.
Applying a battery of performance tests to portfolios of these firms, we establish that
these portfolios have a considerable excess return (alpha) relative to the predictions of
standard asset pricing models, such as the global Fama-French five-factor model. The
portfolios of these stocks have highly statistically significant excess returns (alpha)
as high as 5% in annual terms. When we compare different reasons for exclusion,
the stocks excluded for reasons of conduct have higher returns than product-based
exclusions. Also, the alphas are even higher for the portfolio of only US-listed stocks.
These results are not driven by the returns of small firms, as value-weighted versions
of the portfolios have even higher excess returns than the equally weighted ones.
We discussed two possible theoretical approaches that could lead to high returns.
First, a short-term price pressure hypothesis that exclusions lead to selling pressure and
a short-term underpricing, which will be corrected going forward, and lead to higher
returns in the short-term, or second, a shift in expected returns, low-quality ESG firms
have higher returns. We argued that the sheer magnitude of the return difference
(5%) rules out short-term price pressure as a complete explanation and refers to the
estimates of the one-time shock to stock prices at the time of exclusion announcement
(1.5% or lower).
We are left to conclude that our results indicate that low-quality ESG firms have a
return premium. If we view the exclusions in our sample as the “worst offenders,” it
means the cost of capital of these firms is in the region of five percent higher than the
norm. While this seems like a high number, we do note that it is similar to the ESG
premium found by Barber et al. (2021) in a sample of Venture Capital Deals, which
identified a difference in the internal rate of return depending on the ESG properties
of the VC firm.
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We relate our results to the theoretical literature supporting differences in longterm return linked to ESG. The theory is driven by the segmentation of providers of
funds to the corporate sector. If the fraction of investors willing to provide funds to
“bad” ESG firms is low, the premium they can demand supplying funds to these bad
ESG firms is high. This incentivizes firms to improve their ESG rating and achieve a
lower cost of capital.
We show some evidence of such dynamics. Firms with scope for improving ESG
and/or need for capital will attempt to improve ESG, leading to the revocation of the
exclusion. This is consistent with an explanation where firms unable to maintain the
returns demanded by their current ESG profile take action to change the ESG profile
and access a wider investor pool with fewer demands on returns. A confirmation of
this is provided by the returns of firms with their exclusions revoked by the GPFG. A
portfolio of these firms does not have superior returns post-exclusion.
We conclude by pointing to what we believe are the prime contributions of our
research. First, we show the sheer magnitude of the return difference linked to ESG.
Annual alphas higher than 5% are exceptional. Second, we point to the speed by which
the increased cost of capital affects returns. Intuitively, one would expect that the
effects materialize gradually, as they primarily affect the firm when it interacts with
the capital market. However, here, we see the effects materialize immediately, even
for firms who have not needed to raise any equity in the whole period we analyze.
Thirdly, we point to the dynamics of corporate reactions to exclusion. While we admit
that our sample of post-excluded firms is small, we still find evidence consistent with
firms actively reacting to their exclusions.
We view the corporate finance dimension as the most promising research direction
following up our research. Understanding how firms react to ESG-related shocks to
their cost of capital is also a topic of explicit interest to regulators, for example, in the
final design of the EU reporting standards and taxonomy.
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